Abstract-This paper presents the modeling and characterization of the tower shadow effects using a wind turbine emulator in a laboratory environment. In particular, the downwind wind turbines are considered here as their tower shadow effects are more significant compared to the upwind counterpart. Simulation and experimental results have shown that the wind speed deficit due to this nonideal effect is significant. In addition, the tower shadow effects occur typically two to three times per revolution, depending on the number of blades. The modeling of the tower shadow profiles for tubular and four-leg tower configurations is presented. Typically, these towers are used in small wind turbine applications. The tower shadow profiles are emulated experimentally using a wind turbine emulator with its characteristics being explained. The limitations of emulating the tower shadow effects using a wind turbine emulator are demonstrated through the frequency response test performed in this study. In this study, the wind turbine emulator is connected to an isolated grid which is formed by three single-phase inverters. Finally, this paper concludes with a sensitivity analysis of the power oscillations for different widths and magnitudes of the tower shadow profile.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IND energy has attracted worldwide attention for electric power generation due to the global environmental concerns associated with fossil energy resources [1] . Wind energy is believed as a promising and encouraging renewable energy for the power generation industry as it is the fastest growing source to meet the renewable targets in many countries [2] . However, wind energy sources are intermittent in nature and site specific. In addition, a pulsating wind turbine torque is produced when the wind turbine blade passes its tower. As a result, the power quality in the grid is greatly affected as there has been an extensive growth in quantity in the exploitation of wind energy nowadays [3] . In the past, many wind-turbine-related studies have been focusing on large-scale and grid-connected wind turbines, and a little attention has been given to decentralized small-scale wind turbines. The latter is often viewed as a socio-economically viable solution for most developing countries, where grid connection is a challenge [4] .
For horizontal axis wind turbines, the rotor orientation may be either upwind or downwind. Following the wind direction, the former has the rotor in front of the tower, whereas the latter has the rotor behind the tower, whereby the blades rotate through the disturbed air produced by the tower's aerodynamic shadow. The upwind rotor requires stiffer blades because the wind may bend the rotor toward the tower. Due to this reason, the rotor weight is often increased which could lead to an increase in load applied to the bearing and the tower. In addition, an active yaw mechanism is essential to keep the rotor facing the wind. For wind turbines with downwind configuration, the centrifugal forces which tend to counteract moments due to thrust reduce the blade root flap bending moments [5] . A significant advantage of the downwind wind turbine is that the rotor blades may bend at high wind speeds, and, therefore, reducing the loading effect on the tower [6] . However, the tower produces a wake in the downwind direction, and the blades must pass through that wake every revolution. This pressure fluctuation of airflow is a source of periodic loads which may impose a high fatigue load on the blades and propagate the ripple on the electrical power produced. This phenomenon is known as "tower shadow." Although this effect is more significant in the downwind configuration, tower shadow occurrence in the upwind configuration is also apparent.
On an upwind wind turbine, the perturbation of the flow is caused by a redirection of the incoming flow due to the presence of the tower. As such, the tower shadow on the upwind turbines is not very severe, and it gives rise to a quasi-steady aerodynamic response on the blades. On a downwind turbine, the rotor passes the highly unsteady airflow as a result of high Reynolds number flow over the circular cylinders [7] . Two effects, therefore, dominate the interaction between the blades and the wake (caused by the tower). First, the presence of tower that creates a velocity deficit can cause the blade to experience a sudden drop in wind speed when it travels through the wake. Second, the blade could occasionally encounter the vortices which are shed from the tower. It is reported in the literature that the peakto-mean torque variation is about 6% to 12% for the upwind cases and 24% to 38% for the downwind cases, regardless of the number of blades and the rotor speed [6] .
The tower shadow effect may cause flicker, degrading the power quality at grid level. As a result, the illumination intensity of light sources can be affected and it provides unpleasant visual sensation among utility customers. Even at the scale of a wind farm, it was demonstrated that the flicker effect is more severe if the wind turbines are synchronized in operation [8] . From a research point of view, the flicker phenomenon is mostly studied at wind farm level, and they are grid connected. In an off-grid hybrid system which consists of battery storage and diesel generators as backup, the harmonics generated from the tower shadow effect can be propagated to them and eventually reducing their lifetime. It is acknowledged that flicker presents one of the most complex testing procedures compared to other power quality disturbances [9] . Besides, it is costly and challenging to study only the tower shadow effect in the field due to the difficulty of isolating it from other nonideal effects (for instance, the wind shear and turbulence effect). Also, repeatability tests cannot be carried out as a constant wind speed is hardly achievable for the required time frame.
With the proposed methodology of emulating the tower shadow profiles in the laboratory environment, wind turbine manufacturers and researchers can study the contribution of tower shadow effect on the flicker problem. The propagation of the tower shadow effect is demonstrated at different stages within the wind turbine emulator. The analysis elaborated in this paper includes the limitations and considerations involved when developing a realistic wind turbine emulator. It is important to note that although the investigation of tower shadow effect is formulated based on a small fixed-speed wind turbine in an isolated scenario, the analysis is generic and it is suitable to be adopted by both fixed-speed and variable-speed wind turbine technologies at various scales. One of the main differences between the fixedspeed and variable-speed wind turbines is the presence of power electronics interface between the generator and the grid for the latter. The variable-speed operation can potentially mitigate this problem with the support from some storage elements, such as capacitors or supercapacitors. Nevertheless, the generator which is directly coupled to the rotor blades will still be producing power with oscillations as a result of the tower shadow effects. The modeling approach and analysis carried out can serve as a reference and can be modified to suit any other systems of interest.
In [10] , Dolan and Lehn presented an analytical formulation of the aerodynamic torque for a three-bladed upwind wind turbine, which includes the effects of wind shear and tower shadow. The model was developed as an input function of turbine-specific parameters, such as the radius, height, tower dimensions, as well as the site parameter (wind shear exponent). The main advantage of this model is that it is suitable for timedomain simulation. It was formulated based on an "equivalent wind speed" which has been developed by Sørensen et al. [11] . Dale's simulation studies found that much larger tower-shadow-induced oscillations mask the presence of windshear-induced 3p oscillations. It contributes to approximately a 1% dc reduction in average torque [10] . This study was then adopted by [12] to characterize the presence of shaft speed ripples in wind turbines as a result of wind shear and tower shadow. The derived conclusion was that the relative amount of shaft speed ripples caused by wind shear and tower shadow is independent of the turbine size [12] . Weihao et al. [13] and [14] brought forward Dale's equivalent wind speed model in studying the impact of wind shear and tower shadow on wind farms and large-scale grid-connected wind power systems. A variable-speed wind turbine emulator was successfully developed with the incorporation of Dale's equivalent wind speed model [15] . Experimental results showed that wind shear and tower shadow can be emulated in a laboratory environment [15] . More recently, Wan et al. in [16] have integrated Dale's model and a generic yaw error model to investigate the effects of yaw error on wind turbine running characteristics at different stages of operation. Interestingly, the literature demonstrated in simulation that the yaw errors can restrain the 3p torque pulsation. This restraining effect became more severe as the yaw error increases [16] . In literature [17] , the mechanical and aerodynamic aspects of the wind turbine system were simulated and the effects of tower shadow, wind shear, yaw error, and turbulence on the power quality of a wind-diesel system were shown individually. Others such as [18] and [19] represented the tower shadow effect as cosine waveform with an empirical coefficient. This approach reduces the modeling complexity, but the accuracy and the correctness have yet to be characterized against other analytical models.
This paper presents in the following structure. First, the modeling of downwind tower shadow effects is described in Section II. These include tubular and four-leg tower configurations. Section III discusses the limitations and the characterization of the tower shadow profile using a wind turbine emulator. Using the developed hybrid system setup, a sensitivity analysis of the power oscillations for different widths and magnitudes of the tower shadow profile is also carried out. Finally, conclusions derived from the research are summarized in Section IV.
II. MODELING OF TOWER SHADOW EFFECT IN DOWNWIND WIND TURBINES
In small wind turbine application, two types of towers are commonly used to support the nacelle and the wind turbine blades. These are the tubular tower and four-leg tower, respectively. In this section, the modeling of tubular and four-leg tower shadow profiles is discussed. In particular, it is based on the Gaia-Wind's 11-kW wind turbine [20] , which is configured as downwind. It is important to note that the modeling methodology presented in this study can be adapted for different types of wind turbine. The Gaia-Wind's wind turbine is chosen due to the information and hardware availability.
A. Downwind Configuration-Tubular Tower
In the literature, the tower shadow effect on power quality studies was mainly focusing on the upwind wind turbine configurations; therefore, an alternative analytical solution is sought. Reiso highlighted several steady wake models which can be used to describe the mean velocity deficit for downwind turbines: the Powles, Blevins, Schlichting, and jet wake models [21] . In 1983, Powles formulated a tower shadow model for downwind mounted rotors [22] . Through the experiments, he has found out that a cosine-squared model predicted the tower shadow fairly accurately in the region of 3-6 tower diameters downstream [22] . Blevins' model has some similar features to Powles' model. However, it was originated from fluid dynamics which describes the wake behind a cylinder [23] . The Schlichtings' wake model originates from the boundary layer theory with the idea of a frictional surface in the interior of the flow [24] . The Powles, Blevins, Schlichting, and jet wake models are simple algebraic equations which comprise of some flowdependent parameters from the downwind tower shadow, such as the wake width, velocity deficit, drag coefficient, or less physical factors. These models are less computationally demanding compared to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The jet wake model [25] , in particular, will be adopted in this study, as it was developed for time-series simulation. It can be implemented in Simulink and uploaded to the dSPACE controller to emulate tower shadow effect in real time. The jet wake model has also been verified against CFD and the results can be referred in the literature [7] , [25] .
The jet wake model [25] was established to represent a quasisteady reference for the time-varying CFD wake velocity behind a cylindrical tower. This model is based on the boundary layer solution for a jet flowing into a fluid at rest [25] . The axial and lateral velocity components are developed as
where η = σ y x , x and y are nondimensional (with respect to tower radius) Cartesian coordinates in the tower cross section, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
σ is an empirical constant equal to 7.67 [25] . K is the kinematic momentum defined as
where ρ air density (kg/m 3 ); J m momentum deficit behind the tower.
The derived J m expression [25] in terms of tower parameters can be written as
where
free stream velocity (m/s); C d drag coefficient of the tower.
To ease the implementation of time-series simulation, (1) can be converted from a function of y (lateral distance) to a function of r (radial distance) and θ (azimuthal angle) as follows:
It should be noted that this equation only valid for 90°ࣘ θ ࣘ 270°. Above the horizontal, the tower shadow effects should be absent.
Using the Gaia wind turbine dimensions obtained from [26] and the parameter values as tabulated in Table I , a simulation was performed to compare tower shadow profiles at different blade elements from the tower midline. The tower shadow profile was evaluated at radii 1 m from the hub, all the way to the tip of the blade (6.5 m) with an increment distance of 0.5 m, as shown in Fig. 2 . It is observed that the blade elements closer to the hub experience tower shadow effect for a longer period. However, the wind deficit which corresponds to about 27% drop in magnitude was the same when the blade was pointing downward (180°). For all other wind speeds, a drop of 27% is also observed at an azimuthal angle of 180°. A similar tower shadow profile is observed for the upwind counterpart [10] . However, the wind deficit is 8% for the upwind case when the azimuthal angle is 180°. The simulated wind speed deficits from this study are comparable to the literature [6] , which were performed using a high-fidelity CFD analysis. 3 shows the tower shadow profiles with different longitudinal distances between the tower and the blades. As expected, the wind speed deficit is less pronounced when the blades are further away (larger x) from the tower. This is due to the larger allowable distance for the airflow to accelerate after being blocked by the tower. On the other hand, if the rotor plane is located closer to the tower, the influence of tower shadow effect is more severe, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . In this case, the tower clearance was varied from 1 to 10 m. It is noticed that the tower shadow effect reduces algebraically, while the tower clearance was increased linearly. The tower clearance increment from 1 to 2 m is more efficient in reducing the tower shadow effect than increasing the tower clearance from 9 to 10 m. Since a much higher tower clearance is needed to reduce the tower shadow effect, it is often not a viable solution as additional cost would be incurred. This is due to the requirement of a stronger material for the tower construction to support a higher moment or loading as a result of the larger tower clearance. In [7] , the influence of tower clearance on tower shadow effects was investigated based on the standard downwind configuration. The authors found that an increase in tower distance from 10 to 13.44 m resulted in a 4% decrease in a tower shadow magnitude. The small decline indicates that it is not feasible to reduce tower shadow effects with such approach [7] . Another promising approach to reduce the tower shadow effect may be achieved by reducing the drag coefficient of the tower by using a different build material. Again, this may incur additional cost and an economic analysis will be required to justify its advantages. Furthermore, the unsteady vortex shedding can be reduced by streamlining the body into an aerofoil shape in order to make a downwind concept viable [7] . However, it is beyond of the scope of this study to perform these studies.
B. Downwind Configuration-Four-Leg Tower
An alternative tower configuration for small wind turbines is the four-leg tower (also known as a lattice tower), which is connected by diagonal beams. An illustration of the Gaia wind turbine with this tower configuration is shown Fig. 4 . For simplification purposes and in 2-D, only the four main legs are considered in this study, although the diagonal beams are likely to contribute to the wind deficit and cause unsteadiness of the flow [7] . In addition, each leg is assumed to be cylindrical in shape. Zahle et al. in [7] have performed CFD simulations on the axial wind velocity for the tubular and four-leg tower configurations. With these assumptions, the jet wake model described above was programmed in Simulink and it is used to estimate the tower shadow profile of the four-leg tower.
As the Gaia downwind wind turbine simply utilizes free-yaw mechanism, it moves freely around the tower according to the wind directions. As a result, different tower shadow profiles will be experienced due to various yaw angles relative to the rotor plane. In this study, three orientations of the tower with respect to the rotor plane are considered. These include 0°, 22.5°, and 45°, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the top view of the wind turbine with three different orientations. The estimated Gaia wind turbine lattice tower dimension is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The distance between each leg is approximated as 1.2 m. Each leg is represented as a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 0.2 m. To ease the comparison between tubular and lattice tower, the distance between the center of the lattice tower and the rotor plane is set as 3 m. Fig. 5(b) and (c) shows the tower orientations of 22.5°and 45°, respectively. Using the illustrated dimensions in Fig. 5(a) , the dimensions for the case of 22.5°and 45°orientations can be easily derived from geometry. The jet wake model is utilized to estimate the wind deficit caused by each leg, at 70% radius blade section. At 70% radius of the blade section, half of the rotor area is beyond this radius and half is within. Therefore, the velocity profile is represented. The simulated tower shadow profiles for these orientations are shown in Fig. 6 . Intuitively, the analytically formulated tower shadow profiles capture the qualitative behavior for all three tower orientations. The tubular tower shadow profile is demonstrated for comparison purposes.
The 0°lattice configuration [see Fig. 6(b) ] produces a narrower width of wind deficits than the tubular configuration due to the smaller leg diameter. At 0°lattice orientation, the two legs in upwind (A and B) were positioned in-line with the other two legs at downwind. The wind speed deficit due to the front legs is further reduced by the second leg. Therefore, an accumulation of wind speed deficit was experienced when the blade passes these legs. Two wind speed dips of the tower shadow profile were encountered by the blade [see Fig. 6(b) ] as it rotated from position 90°to 270°(refer to Fig. 1 ). At 180°, the wind speed experienced by the blade recovered to the maximum value before moving toward to the next leg. Similar explanations can The corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis as shown in Fig. 7 reveals the harmonics contents exist within these tower shadow profiles. The FFT was performed with the simulated tower shadow profiles for 10 s. Since the rotational speed of the two-bladed wind turbine is approximately 55.6 r/min, the tower shadow profile was generated at a rate of about 1.85 Hz. Therefore, the first peak of each plot corresponds to the fundamental frequency of the tower shadow profile, which is 1.85 Hz. It is important to note that the harmonic frequencies are independent of wind speed. The formula which relates the rotational speed of the wind turbine blades and the fundamental frequency (in hertz) of the tower shadow profile is given as
where m rotational speed of the wind turbine (r/min); n number of blades. The magnitude of the higher order harmonics is dependent on the generated tower shadow profiles, which varies with tower structures.
For the case of tubular tower [see Fig. 7(a) ], the harmonics decrease algebraically in magnitude. These plots further indicate that the representation of tower shadow using a sinusoidal waveform in the past [18] , [19] is oversimplified. For the case of lattice tower configuration, the harmonics profile is dependent on its orientation against the wind direction. For 0°and 45°o rientations, the high-frequency harmonics are more apparent. This is also reflected from the time-series profile from Fig. 6 . It can be visualized that the lattice configuration generates a more sophisticated tower shadow profile at varying degrees of orientation, compared to its tubular counterpart.
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF TOWER SHADOW PROFILE USING A WIND TURBINE EMULATOR
This section describes the characteristics and limitations of the tower shadow profile generated from the wind turbine emulator, which was set up as part of a hybrid system in the laboratory. The overall block diagram of the hybrid system is shown in Fig. 8 and their corresponding components are shown in Fig. 9 .
Three single-phase Sunny Island inverters were used to form an isolated three-phase grid with energy being supplied from the Rolls batteries, which have the total capacity of 106 Ah. In reality, the Gaia Ltd's 133 11-kW fixed-speed wind turbine consists of four main components: the blades, the step-up gearbox, the induction generator, and the wind turbine controller. The induction generator was connected to the isolated grid via a wind turbine controller. While the aerodynamics and inertia of the blade and gearbox were programmed in dSPACE, the 11-kW generator's inertia effect on generating the tower shadow profile was taken into consideration as the system is not scaled down. In this study, a 22-kW induction motor was used to emulate the wind energy to drive the induction generator. The motor was driven by a variable-speed ac drive (Parker SSD Drive). The SSD drive is capable of controlling the motor with two control topologies: speed control and torque control. As the Gaia wind turbine is a fixed-speed wind turbine, torque control topology of the SSD drive was adopted in driving the 22-kW induction motor. With the generator running at a near-constant speed, the torque can be controlled to emulate the varying mechanical torque input due to varying wind speeds. The torque input was fed through a dSPACE DS1103 controller. By programming different torque demand at the inverter drive, the tower shadow effect which causes a reduction in wind speed was modeled. In addition, the aerodynamics of the blade and gearbox were modeled in Simulink. A load bank is connected in parallel with the induction generator output.
The ControlDesk is a software program which acts as an interface between the Simulink and the dSPACE controller. The implemented ControlDesk front panel interface for the test rig application is shown in Fig. 10 . It allows user to control and monitor the test rig in real time. These include varying the mean wind speed, tower shadow profiles, and observing the corresponding voltage, current, frequency, and power waveforms. The steady-state and dynamic analysis of the standalone hybrid system is presented in [27] .
Within the test rig, an induction motor was used to emulate the wind speed experienced by the blades of the wind turbine. Since this wind speed takes into consideration of the tower shadow effect, it is important to investigate the frequency response of the induction motor. As highlighted earlier, for the case of Gaia wind turbine, the tubular tower can cause a wind speed deficit of about 27%. In addition, the wind speed deficit takes a short period to recover to the nominal wind speed level, usually in the order of hundreds of milliseconds. Fig. 11 shows the block diagram with the designated measuring points throughout the characterization process.
The test was carried out with an input wind speed of 8 m/s, together with the tower shadow profile shown in Fig. 12(a) . In order to avoid high-charging current on the batteries, a three-phase load of 7 kW was switched-on to absorb the power generated from the 11-kW induction machine. The corresponding torque demand for the variable-speed drive is depicted in Fig. 12(b) . The torque and speed which were measured at the shaft are shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d) , respectively. The rotational speed sampling rate was limited by the speed and torque meter, which in this case, it was 0.1 s. It is noticed that an oscillation occurred on the torque profile during the transition to steady state. This recovery took place for about 1.5 s. It was an undesirable scenario as the torque fluctuations have exceeded the machine's full-load torque. It is known that when an induction machine operates beyond its full-load region, the leakage flux becomes dominant and this induces high reactive power. As a result, the machine would be operated at low power factor. Fig. 12(e) shows the measured power at point D of Fig. 11 . This power corresponds to the difference between the generated power from the 11-kW machine and the constant load demand. However, the focus here is to analyze the power output profile. As expected, the oscillation from the shaft was propagated to the power output produced by the generator. The high-magnitude power oscillations can cause additional thermal stress on the windings and iron core laminations of the machine. Eventually, the machine may fail. Finally, the battery current profile [see Fig. 12 (f)] which was measured at point E, possessed similar transients compared to the power output of the generator. High power losses and thermal stresses were imposed on the batteries due to the existence of internal resistances.
An FFT analysis was performed (shown in Fig. 13 ) on the power output [see Fig. 12(e) ] in order to analyze the frequency contents of the oscillation. The peak magnitude of the oscillation was identified to be located at just below 11 Hz. Analyzing the tubular tower shadow FFT profile [see Fig. 7(a) ], it is noticed that the fifth harmonic of the fundamental frequency coincides with the oscillation frequency of the output power. Hence, it can be concluded that the induction motor drive system is highly responsive to this frequency input.
A simplified test on the system frequency response was designed and being carried out in order to verify the hypothesis mentioned above. In the proposed test, the wind speed (input to the system) was formulated as a sinusoidal waveform with a mean wind speed of 5 m/s and amplitude of 0.5 m/s. This causes the torque demand of the variable-speed drive to vary accordingly, which further propagate along the shaft and finally seen by the generator. Therefore, it is expected that the generator would respond to these variations by producing fluctuated power output. The test was carried out with frequencies of 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 20 Hz. While performing these tests, a constant resistive load which was connected in parallel with the generator was switched on, thus allowing the power variations to be observed at zero crossings. The measured torque at the shaft and the net power differences between the 11-kW generator and the load are shown in Figs. 14-19. In these figures, it can be observed that the measured shaft torque was experiencing sustained oscillations, with its magnitude increasing as the frequency increased from 7 to 9 Hz. Another test was conducted with an input frequency of 10 Hz and the results are shown in Fig. 20 . At this frequency, the induction machine drive system became unstable at approximately 7.8 s. The rotational speed accelerated and the system tripped at about 8.5 s. The load demand (constant power) is fully supplied by the grid-forming inverter system as soon as the generator became unstable (acceleration began). However, the oscillation decreases (as shown in Figs. 15-19 ) with the input frequency increases. This can be observed when the input frequency was set to 11, 13, 15, and 20 Hz, respectively.
The stability problem in the induction motor drive systems have been studied in the past [28] , [29] . Ueda et al. in [28] and [29] highlighted that the stability problem can be viewed from the interactions between the electric transients and the rotor dynamics. The oscillatory behavior of the system can be directly linked with the existence of the winding resistances and leakage inductances. In real machine with losses, it was mentioned that a stability problem will not occur if the electromagnetic torque is precisely controlled at the desired value required from the load side. In addition, the unstable phenomena (also known as hunting phenomena) can be associated with the variation of slip frequency. This undesirable rotor motion also leads to a phase angle variation of the magnetic flux in the air gap. Even under a constant rotor speed circumstance, the abrupt variation of the stator voltage or current not accompanied by right control of the air-gap flux can cause oscillation [28] . Literature [28] has also simulated a scenario whereby the fluctuations of rotor speed can cause nonlinear and parametric oscillation within the system. When the real part of a dominant eigenvalue becomes positive, the system will be in an unstable state, as demonstrated by the case of 10-Hz input frequency in this study. Moving beyond 11-Hz cases, the decay in oscillation magnitudes can be attributed to the slower response time of the machine due to its inertia. The machine can be seen as a "low-pass filter," therefore has a little reaction against the high-frequency inputs.
One way to mitigate the aforementioned oscillation effects is through the control of rotational speed of the turbine rotor. With a carefully tuned rotational speed, it is expected that the tower shadow's harmonic frequencies would be altered accordingly. This serves as awareness for future test rig developers should such problem arises. Another method to absorb the rapid power fluctuations is to utilize a short-term energy storage system. For instance, supercapacitors which can tolerate many more charge and discharge cycles than the batteries are suitable to be adopted in this application. However, a dc-dc converter with an appropriate control strategy is required to manage these fluctuations effectively.
In order to further understand the test rig's characteristics with respect to the modeled tower shadow profiles, two sensitivity analyses were carried out. The impact of tower shadow's widths and its magnitude on the oscillations were studied, respectively. Since the purpose of this test was to observe the generator output power profile given an input tower shadow profile, only the wind speed with tower shadow profile and its corresponding output power is shown in the following.
The study on different tower shadow widths and their corresponding oscillating power output are shown in Fig. 21 . By considering the tower shadow experienced at different blade sections, various tower shadow widths of the same magnitude can be obtained. As expected, the tower shadow profile experienced by the blade section closer to the hub has a wider width compared to the sections near the tip. From the measured output power profiles, it can be concluded that the tower shadow profile with a wider width contributes to a higher oscillation magnitude compared to the smaller width counterpart, despite having the same peak magnitude of tower shadow. However, it can be seen that the oscillation frequency is the same for all cases and they decay at the same rate.
Next, the power oscillations due to different tower shadow magnitudes are shown in Fig. 22 . In this case, the tower shadow profiles were generated by varying the distance between the center of the tower and the rotor plane x. Note that the width of the profile changes as the distance between the tower and the rotor plane was varied. Interestingly, the highest magnitude of tower shadow (smallest width) did not produce the highest oscillations. This can be attributed to the very small width of the tower shadow profile, where the energy of the high-frequency components is "not seen" by the induction motor drive system. As the distance x moved from 3 to 5 m, the tower shadow magnitude was reducing and this was being reflected accordingly at the generator power output. Therefore, this test further highlighted another limitation of the induction machine drive system in responding the tower shadow profiles which have relatively small widths.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper has analyzed the tower shadow modeling of the downwind wind turbine. The limitations of emulating tower shadow using wind turbine emulators were highlighted. The cause of the torque oscillations, which was generated from the wind turbine emulator, was identified and discussed. The torque oscillation frequency is unique and it is dependent on the stability characteristics of the induction motor drive system used. This paper has contributed the methodology of characterizing the oscillations, which was demonstrated experimentally. In particular, the research also highlighted the importance of these test methods from the tower shadow emulation point of view. The characteristics of tower shadow profiles from both tubular and lattice towers are clearly demonstrated. The finding here is important for future wind energy conversion system test rig designers as they serve as additional considerations while designing wind turbine emulator in the laboratory.
